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In this Workshop We Will :

● Define AI
● Answer 'Why and Where to use AI?'
● Discuss the benefits of AI in Dentistry
● Review the Expectations and Realities of AI
● Show How to use AI in Dentistry
● Provide a hands on AI experience
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What is AI?

● AI is the mathematical science of training machines to imitate or reproduce
human tasks.

● At its simplest form, artificial intelligence is a field, which combines computer
science and robust datasets, to enable problem-solving.

WHY USE AI in DENTISTRY?

● Call Management

● Treatment Planning

● Automated Dental Diagnostics

● Autocharting

● Clinical Chart Notes

● Periodontal Charting
● Orthodontics
● Dental Instruments/Dental Robotics
● Tele-Dentistry



Questions I have so far…

Expectations & Realities of AI

● AI pulls the data from the existing PMS software
● It is not meant to replace the current system
● AI is not intended to replace a Clinician’s review or

clinical judgment
● It is intended to be used as a second opinion May

produce false positives or negatives (7 % or less)
● Perception of decreased personalization of the patient

experience
● IT infrastructure and support must have bandwidth for

integration

Organization and clinicians must be open to CHANGE!

https://www.drbicuspid.com/digital-dentistry/treatment-soft
ware/ai/article/15448022/implementing-ai-in-dentistry-change
-management-tips-for-dental-practices-and-dsos



How can AI Help me?
● Expands capacity by increasing time to educate and treat

patients
● Aids to assist the clinician
● Supports the clinician’s diagnosis
● Elevates the standard of care for the detection of caries and

apical radiolucencies
● Increases patient confidence in treatment plan
● Confirms existing mesial and distal bone levels
● Calibratesmultiple clinicians
● Improves case acceptance

According to our FDA study, a DDS’s clinical judgment plus AI
will yield 15-30%more accurate findings.



Standard of Care for a Complete Perio Chart

● Full-mouth periodontal charting, including the following data points reported
by location, severity, quality, written description, or numerically: probing
depths, bleeding points, suppuration, mucogingival relationships/defects,
recession, attachment level/attachment loss

● Presence, degree, and distribution of plaque and calculus

● Gingival health/disease

● Bone height/bone loss

● Mobility and fremitus

● Presence, location, and extent of furcation involvement
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Remember, in the eyes of the law, if it’s not
recorded in the chart, IT NEVER HAPPENED!





AI Builds Tools to educate patients

AI Generated Clinical Notes



Reminder: The AI pulls unbiased data from the Perio Chart. To
have an accurate Oral Health Status with correct Stage, all 6
points of PD and GM must be probed to have accurate CAL
levels. ALL bleeding must be entered to have accurate

bleeding percentages.



As AI continues to advance, we can expect further
innovations and applications in dentistry, ultimately
benefiting both dental professionals and patients alike. The
future of dentistry is undoubtedly intertwined with the
capabilities of AI, and it holds tremendous potential to
revolutionize the way we approach oral health care.



AI CHANGES THINGS for the BETTER!
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